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================================= Author: ------------------------ Support for Windows XP, Windows Vista and
Windows 7 Native Windows Codec using SIF1 compression engine Handles File Formats: ======================
Windows AVI Windows MP4 Windows MOV Windows MKV Windows MP3 Windows RM Windows RMVB Installing
========== * To run SIF1 video codec Free Download: - install (copy) SIF1 file to "C:\Windows\system32\drivers" - start -
follow the instructions in the Help file - press "OK" to all prompts - run "SIF1setup" (to fix the registry) - run codec (without
pause/stop) - press "OK" to all prompts - exit * To build new video codec: - download and install SIF1.dss compiler - copy dss
file from "C:\SIF1\source\SIF1.dss" to "C:\SIF1\source" - build (compile) and install new codec - run codec - press "OK" to all
prompts - run "SIF1setup" (to fix the registry) - run codec (without pause/stop) - press "OK" to all prompts - exit Runing SIF1
codec ================= To view the SIF1 codec in action, you need to have DirectShow filters installed. For example, to
view SIF1 codec with Xine video player, you must have - Xine Player - MSWMdx.dll - MSVideoDec.dll - msvidix.dll -
MSVideoEnc.dll In the list of available codecs, SIF1 video codec is indicated as "SIF1 SIF...". Comparing SIF1 and SIF2 codecs
=============================== When comparing the SIF1 codec with the SIF2 codec, two points should be
considered. First, the SIF1 codec is designed as a multimedia compressor/decompressor (codec), unlike the SIF2 codec which is
designed as a fixed-point DSP decoder. Secondly, the SIF1 codec uses an adaptive wavelet-based compression engine with high
compression rates, while the SIF2 codec uses a proprietary fixed-point compression engine. Both codecs have been tested on the
same set of files, and give very
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SIF1 codec, a re-engineered version of the codec SIF1.0, is a modern handiest and reliable multimedia
compressor/decompressor designed to register into the Windows collection of multimedia drivers. It integrates into any
application using DirectShow and Microsoft Video. SIF1 is based on the original proprietary algorithm of compression. SIF1
Codec is a handy and reliable multimedia compressor/decompressor designed to register into the Windows collection of
multimedia drivers and it integrates into any application using DirectShow and Microsoft Video. It's based on the original
proprietary algorithm of compression. Background. The SIF1 project was launched in the autumn of 2000, with the major goal
of finding new approaches for video compression. We developed a new class of algorithms for image compression. Its working
title is "SIF-transform". This class of algorithms occupies the intermediate position between traditional algorithms and
algorithms that divide source image in set of objects. In SIF-similar codecs, compression is put into effect at the expense of
image to the set of basic elements - resampling patterns. During several years, we worked on different compression engines
based on SIF transform. The sixth compression core was found to be the best basis for realizing the new codec. But that engine
is just simplified prototype, on which practical realization of this new technology of compression is perfecting. SIF1 codec is
based on the SIFcore6 and several algorithms that increase the efficiency of moving image compression. More information:
2016-01-23 SIF1 SIF1 Best multimedia encoder/decoder. A re-engineered version of the codec SIF1.0, the SIF1 is a handy and
reliable multimedia encoder/decoder designed to register into the Windows collection of multimedia drivers and it integrates
into any application using DirectShow and Microsoft Video. SIF1 codec is a handy and reliable multimedia
compressor/decompressor designed to register into the Windows collection of multimedia drivers and it integrates into any
application using DirectShow and Microsoft Video. SIF1 codec is a handy and reliable multimedia compressor/decompressor
designed to register into the Windows collection of multimedia drivers and it integrates into any application using DirectShow
and Microsoft Video. A re-engineered version of the codec SIF1.0, the SIF1 is a handy and reliable multimedia
encoder/decoder designed

What's New in the?

SIF1 codec is a handy and reliable multimedia compressor/decompressor designed to register into the Windows collection of
multimedia drivers and it integrates into any application using DirectShow and Microsoft Video. It's based on the original
proprietary algorithm of compression. Background. The SIF1 project was launched in the autumn of 2000, with the major goal
of finding new approaches for video compression. We developed a new class of algorithms for image compression. Its working
title is "SIF-transform". This class of algorithms occupies the intermediate position between traditional algorithms and
algorithms that divide source image in set of objects. In SIF-similar codecs, compression is put into effect at the expense of
image to the set of basic elements - resampling patterns. During several years, we worked on different compression engines
based on SIF transform. The sixth compression core was found to be the best basis for realizing the new codec. But that engine
is just simplified prototype, on which practical realization of this new technology of compression is perfecting. SIF1 codec is
based on the SIFcore6 and several algorithms that increase the efficiency of moving image compression. Tested Video: The
compression algorithms have been developed and tested for video compression on video processor of DBox and special
prototype hardware device is used to perform testing and performance comparison. We tested compression of 12MB version of
the MPEG-4 Visual standard, in various aspects, such as lossless, lossy and lossless with speed as the parameter. On the last
stage we used SIFvideo compression engine as a reference and compared results with SIF1 to show improvements. It's an
original algorithm of compression that founds its bases on the SIF-transform. Its efficiency has been tested and a good
compression has been achieved with lower rate of compression than SIFcore6 (30-40 %). Compression results are tested on
Windows platform and for MPEG-4 Visual video standard. In the frame inter-prediction mode, SIF1 codec saves space and
achieves high efficiency in comparison to other basic compressors of MPEG-4 Visual standard (H.261, MPEG-2). Compression
results are tested with the multi-resolution approach and various bit rates. Requirements: SIF1 codec should be used as the video
codec for SIF-Media Player. That means that you should set the codecs of SIF1 in the following way: - In the movie file list, the
codec for SIF1 is selected and a SIF1 codec should be chosen in the list. - If you want to open a movie file with SIF1 codec,
right-click on the file and choose "Open With" - "SIF1 Movie" option. The SIF1 codec is a reliable, easy to use codec for
Windows systems and it can be easily integrated into any SIF-Media Player. Installation: SIF1 codec installs
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System Requirements For SIF1 Video Codec:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.0 and up Windows 7 or later (64-bit) Processor: 1 GHz CPU (dual-core recommended) RAM: 2 GB HDD:
2 GB Networks: Broadband Internet connection Game Summary: Decide how you will face off with the Brotherhood of Steel,
The Colonists and the Scavengers. Will you have a trusted ally at your side, or will you be alone? Experience classic turn-based
role-playing
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